
Content Development
3D and Animation
Our talented team of 3D animators can do some amazing modeling 
and animation. Whether you want to fly through a crowded city, walk-
through the interior of a hotel in construction phase, create a dynamic 
attract loop or show the inside of a complicated machine, we can help 
you make your visions come to life virtually.

Interactive
Intuitive and interactive user experiences let your audience take control, 
engage and interact with your product and service offerings. Our 
interactive content can work with your corporate, ERP, or retail database. 
Web-based content updates makes changes very easy.

Rich Media Templates
Rich media content on the fly! When a message needs to be sent to an 
audience quickly, our data driven Digital Signage Templates come in 
handy. Together with our Web-based Content Management System, 
this solution lets you adjust the look and feel to match your corporate 
identity as well as change and update content. Employee recognition, 
announcements, upcoming events, can all be customized from your 
computer with our data driven templates.

Kiosk
Self-service is a great way to improve traffic flow and deliver a message to 
an audience without paper waste. Customers, employees or visitors can 
browse content with full multimedia capabilities, connect to the web or 
interface with peripherals as required (badge scanners, card printers, receipt 
printers). Games, Trivia, context-driven information,  marketing attract loops, 
and large format touch screens, extend the functionality of kiosks.

Applications
Jump start your interactive or kiosk project with our Vertical Market 
Solutions. Why re-invent the wheel when our existing applications 
can be easily customized for you? 
We have applications developed for the  Retail, Hospitality, Malls & 
Venues, Real Estate, Tradeshow and Places of Worship markets. Our line 
of Wayfinder and Product Locator solutions help visitors, clients and 
customers find their way with an interactive map and search engine. This 
green technology reduces the need for printed materials.
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